Abstract—Mixed noise pollution in HSI severely disturbs subsequent interpretations and applications. In this technical review, we first give the noise analysis in different noisy HSIs and conclude crucial points for programming HSI denoising algorithms. Then, a general HSI restoration model is formulated for optimization. Later, we comprehensively review existing HSI denoising methods, from model-driven strategy (nonlocal mean, total variation, sparse representation, low-rank matrix approximation, and low-rank tensor factorization), data-driven strategy [2-D convolutional neural network (CNN), 3-D CNN, hybrid, and unsupervised networks], to model-data-driven strategy. The advantages and disadvantages of each strategy for HSI denoising are summarized and contrasted. Behind this, we present an evaluation of the HSI denoising methods for various noisy HSIs in simulated and real experiments. The classification results of denoised HSIs and execution efficiency are depicted through these ongoing road for HSI denoising. The HSI denoising dataset could be found at https://qzhang95.github.io.
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I. INTRODUCTION

HYPERSPECTRAL image (HSI) contains various spectra from ultraviolet bands, visible bands, to infrared bands via the imaging spectrometer sensors [1]. The spectral interval of HSI is usually narrow at the nanometer scale. HSI could jointly receive the spatial and spectral information of observed objects. Through these broad and dense spectral features, HSI can better distinguish the subtle physical differences between different surface materials, compared with natural RGB or gray images. In recent years, HSI has been widely put into practice, such as classification, object detection, material identification, anomaly detection [2], [3], [4], [5], and so on. However, everything has two sides, including HSI. Due to the atmospheric interference and signal response, almost all of the acquired HSIs are inevitably polluted by various noises to different degrees [6]. The noise pollution destroys both initial spectral and spatial features in HSI, as depicted in Fig. 1.

On the one hand, if we discard all these noisy HSIs in subsequent applications, it will lead to severe data waste [7]. On the other hand, if we ignore these noise pollution problems and directly utilize them for subsequent applications, it will also disturb the interpretation algorithms [8], [9], [10], [11]. For instance, many works manifest that the noise pollution problem results in reducing HSI classification accuracy. However, it is hard to suppress the mixed noise in HSI through hardware improvement [12], [13].

Therefore, how to remove noise in HSI via denoising algorithms is indispensable before HSI interpretation and applications [14], [15]. As shown in Fig. 2, the HSI denoising task has gradually become a hotspot in recent two decades. Up to now, a few literatures have concentrated on HSI denoising tasks from a signal processing perspective. Therefore, we devote ourselves to technically reviewing existing HSI denoising methods, to further exploit improved ideas and directions for prospective HSI denoising algorithms. Current HSI denoising methods are classified into three types: 1) model-driven strategy; 2) data-driven strategy; and...
Fig. 2. Paper number which searched in Google Scholar on the topic of HSI denoising in recent twenty years.

3) model-data-driven strategy. Later, related experiments and discussions are given to manifest the effectiveness of these noise-remove algorithms for HSI. Finally, we generalize the conclusion and future directions for HSI denoising. Overall, the primary contributions of this work are listed in the following.

1) We specifically give the noise analysis in different noisy HSIs and conclude five crucial points for programming HSI denoising algorithms. Then, the general HSI restoration model is formulated for subsequent optimization.

2) We technically review existing HSI denoising methods, from model-driven, data-driven, to model-data-driven strategy. The advantages and disadvantages of each strategy for HSI denoising are summarized and contrasted.

3) We comprehensively present an evaluation of the HSI denoising methods in simulated and real experiments. The classification results of denoised HSIs and execution efficiency are depicted for these methods.

4) Prospects are summarized for future works on HSI denoising. Both the challenges and improved directions are described through further combined model-driven with a data-driven strategy for the denoising task.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Noise Analysis

Before introducing existing HSI denoising methods, we need specifically give the noise analysis in different noisy HSIs. As stated in Section I, HSI suffers from both atmospheric imaging environment and sensor issues [16]. In consequence, most HSIs are polluted by mixed noise. The noise types mainly include Gaussian noise, Poisson noise, impulse noise, stripe noise, and deadline [17]. What is worse, the noise intensity and type usually vary from different bands in single-noisy HSIs [18].

As shown in Fig. 3, noise pollution in different HSIs (urban, EO-1, and GF-5) and various bands demonstrates the complexity and difficulty for HSI denoising. In urban and GF-5 HSIs, they suffer from stripe noise and Gaussian noise in different bands. EO-1 HSI is affected by stripe noise, random noise, and deadline.

Therefore, five crucial points are significant when programming suitable HSI denoising algorithms, via the noise analysis in different noisy HSIs. These essential points are listed as follows.

1) HSI denoising should remove mixed noise in noisy bands, without existing noise residuals and artifacts.

2) HSI denoising should maintain the original feature in noise-free bands, without destroying clean spatial and spectral information.

3) HSI denoising should keep global spectral preservation in HSI, without generating noticeable spectral distortion.

4) HSI denoising should ensure generalization ability for different HSIs, without appearing overfitting problem.

5) HSI denoising should guarantee high efficiency and processing speed, without consuming a large amount of time.

B. General HSI Restoration Model

After the noise analysis in different noisy HSIs, we then formulate the general HSI restoration model before reviewing existing HSI denoising algorithms.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Type</th>
<th>Subcategory</th>
<th>Representative methods</th>
<th>Pros and cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-Local Mean</td>
<td>BM4D [19]; 3D-NLM [20]</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pros: The structural similarity between different pixels and different non-localized plaques is considered. Cons: Spatial over-smoothness effect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Variation</td>
<td>SSAHTV [21]; SAMNLTV [22]; ASSTV [23]; SSTV [24]; HSSTV [25]; 3DCrTV [26]; E-3DTV [27]</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pros: The marginal features of HSI are effectively preserved. Cons: Model adaptability is poor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sparse Representation</td>
<td>HSSNR [28]; NS-PCA [29]; WS-PCA [30]; WSRRR [31]; BDL [32]; 3D-NLS [33]; MTSNMF [34]; SRLR [35]; SSASR [36]; SSDDSR [37]; FastHyDe [38]</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pros: Spectral redundancy are used. Cons: Spatial correlation of 3D data cannot be fully utilized.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model-Driven</td>
<td>LRMR [39]; NAILRMK [40]; GLRR [41]; NonLRMA [42]; RPCA-LRMF [43]; LRRSDS [44]; BLRMRF [45]; SSLR [46]; NLRPnP [47]; NonNLR [48]; SS-LRR [49]; FSSLRL [50]; F-SLRMF [51]; HyDroS [52]; ISLRMA [53]; VLRFMfmc [54]; LRTV [55]; LRRSSTV [56]; LRCSTV [57]; LRWT [58]; BFTV [59]; LRRMTV [60]; NMoG [61]; BNLRMF [62]; GRDL [63]; DLK [64]; SSLR-SSTV [65]</td>
<td>Pros: Effectively extract the spatial-spectral redundancy of HSI, and retain internal spatial details and spectral information. Cons: Destroys the overall multidimensional information of HSI.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-Rank Matrix Approximation</td>
<td>ITSReg [66]; NLR-CPTD [67]; RITD [68]; LRAT [69]; GKTDT [70]; DL [71]; LLLT [72]; NTD-HALS [73]; LRTDNTV [74]; LRTD [75]; TV-NLRTD [76]; LRTDGS [77]; WLRTR [78]; LTL [79]; NGRM [80]; LRTP-DRF [81]; FGSLR [82]; LRTR [83]; SSTV-LRTRF [84]; MM-SV [85]; GTRPCA [86]; CTSD [87]; 3DNTN [88]; TenSRDe [89]; NonNLRTA [90]; LTR-L_1_{x2}SSTV [91]; FRCTR-PnP [92]; MLR-SSTV [93]; TLR-L_2_{3}TV [94]; NLTR [95]; LRTPF_1_{0} [96]</td>
<td>Pros: Extract global spatial-spectral correlation, and make good use of low-rank and smoothness in cube data. Cons: Relies heavily on special priors and regularization, and takes a long time.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-Rank Tensor Factorization</td>
<td>SSSDRN [97]; HSID-CNN [98]; SSGN [99]; HSI-DeNet [100]; DeCS-Net [101]; HSI-SDCNN [102]; DnTRCNN [103]</td>
<td>Pros: Effectively remove the noise of the spatial dimension and spectral dimension. Cons: Cannot completely process the 3-D spectral-spatial structure in the HSI.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data-Driven</td>
<td>3D-ADCNN [104]; 3D-DCNN [105]; 3D-ADNet [106]; TRQ3DNet [107]</td>
<td>Pros: High-dimensional data is effectively processed to extract 3D spatial-spectral structures. Cons: 3-D network parameters are superabundant. And hard to train.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid Networks</td>
<td>QRNN3D [108]; DSSGRN [109]; DELIL [110]; HyperMixNet [111]; FastHyMix [112]; Hider [113]</td>
<td>Pros: Effectively integrate different networks or models. Cons: Lack of training samples for noise-free HSI.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsupervised Networks</td>
<td>DHP [114]; SIP [115]; SURE-CNN [116]; S2DIP [117]</td>
<td>Pros: No noise-free HSI training samples are required. Cons: The intrinsic prior structure of HSI (sparseness and low rankness) is ignored. And lacks interpretability.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model-Data-Driven</td>
<td>NMF-DPR [118]; DSSBP [119]; SMDS-Net [120]; LR-Net [121]</td>
<td>Pros: Avoids the problems of time-consuming parameter adjustment and lack of training samples. Cons: The generalization ability is not stable for different noisy HSIs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To distinguish data dimensions in this work, different values are, respectively, represented as scalar $x$ (lower and italic), vector $\mathbf{x}$ (lower and overstriking), matrix $\mathbf{X}$ (upper and overstriking), and tensor $\mathcal{X}$ (upper and Euclid math font) formats. In terms of a third-order tensor $\mathcal{X}$ value, $\mathcal{X}(:,:,j,b)$, $\mathcal{X}(i,:,b)$, and $\mathcal{X}(i,j,:)$ severally stand for the $(j,b)$th column, $(i,b)$th row, and $(i,j)$th slice of tensor $\mathcal{X}$. Besides, $\mathbf{X}_{(\mathbf{m})}$ is denoted as the unfolding matrix format of the third-order tensor $\mathcal{X} \in \mathbb{R}^{k_1 \times k_2 \times k_3}$, with a size of $k_m \times \prod_{n \neq m} k_n$.

The HSI degraded procedure could be simply formulated as the following equation:

$$\mathcal{Y} = \mathcal{X} + \mathcal{N} + \mathcal{S}$$

where noisy HSI $\mathcal{Y} \in \mathbb{R}^{k_1 \times k_2 \times k_3}$ could be regarded as a natural tensor, with the spatial size $k_1 \times k_2$ and spectrum size $k_3$, $\mathcal{X} \in \mathbb{R}^{k_1 \times k_2 \times k_3}$ represents the clean HSI. $\mathcal{N} \in \mathbb{R}^{k_1 \times k_2 \times k_3}$ stands for the additive random noise like Gaussian noise and Poisson noise in HSI. $\mathcal{S} \in \mathbb{R}^{k_1 \times k_2 \times k_3}$ denotes the sparse noise, such as stripe noise and deadline in HSI.

To solve this general HSI restoration model, many scholars have proposed plenty of methods for HSI denoising in recent decades. Current HSI denoising methods can be generally split into three types: 1) model-driven; 2) data-driven; and 3) model-data-driven methods. As depicted in Table I, a taxonomy of exiting HSI denoising methods is classified with partial representative model-driven, data-driven, and model-data-driven methods.

Based on the existing literatures, Section III concentrates on model-driven methods. Section IV focuses on data-driven methods. And Section V provides several model-data-driven methods.

### III. Model-Driven Methods

The model-driven strategy mainly utilizes the intrinsic characteristics of HSI, to remove mixed noise in HSI. These methods have excellent interpretability and embeddability. However, different HSIs have differences in data distribution, scene, and noise, resulting in strong parameter sensitivity of the model, which requires a lot of time for parameter adjustment. In addition, this kind of method has high computational complexity and time consuming. Up to now, nonlocal mean [19, 20], total variation (TV) [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27], sparse representation [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38], low-rank matrix approximation [39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65], and low-rank tensor factorization [66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96] have been employed for HSI denoising. The general HSI restoration framework could be concluded as

$$\arg \min_{\mathcal{X}} \frac{1}{2} \| \mathcal{Y} - \mathcal{X} - \mathcal{S} \|^2_F + \alpha \cdot \mathcal{R}(\mathcal{X}) + \beta \cdot \mathcal{T}(\mathcal{S}) \tag{2}$$

where $\mathcal{R}(\mathcal{X})$ and $\mathcal{T}(\mathcal{S})$ represent two regularization terms, to utilize internal characteristics of HSI $\mathcal{X}$ and sparse noise $\mathcal{S}$. $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are two balanced parameters of the two regularization terms. Specific descriptions of these five subcategories are summarized as follows.

#### A. Nonlocal Mean

The original nonlocal prior was proposed [122] in 1999. It is based on the high similarity between different nonlocal patches in natural images. Nonlocal mean simultaneously considers the numerical similarity between different pixels and the structural similarity between different nonlocal patches.

In terms of HSI denoising, nonlocal mean has also been introduced in recent years. Through imposing the nonlocal prior, (2) could be transformed as

$$\arg \min_{\mathcal{X}} \frac{1}{2} \| \mathcal{Y} - \mathcal{X} - \mathcal{S} \|^2_F + \alpha \cdot \text{NLM}(\mathcal{X}) \tag{3}$$

where NLM(·) represents the nonlocal regularization term in HSI denoising. $\alpha$ is a balanced parameter of the regularization term. For instance, Maggioni et al. [19] developing a 4-D collaborative filtering paradigm (named BM4D) for volumetric data denoising. By means of the Fourier-domain transformation, BM4D calculates the weights of every cube group, which are then adaptively aggregated on their initial positions. Qian et al. [20] developed a novel 3-D nonlocal mean (3-D NLM) method for HSI denoising. The spatiotemporal structure is jointly considered in 3-D NLM, which takes full advantage of spatiotemporal correlation and nonlocal similarity. In addition, Zhao et al. [123] developed a 3-D orthogonal transformation (3-DOT) denoising method based on sparse spectral space and low-rank representation (SSSLRR). In this method, the SSSLRR of the 3-D discrete orthogonal wavelet transform is used.

Generally, the nonlocal mean strategy could produce smooth results on spatial dimension for HSI denoising. However, NLM-based methods easily tend to cause an over-smooth effect when removing the mixed noise in HSI. What is worse, the running-time of NLM-based HSI denoising methods is usually time consuming.

#### B. Total Variation

TV prior is first presented by Rudin et al. [124]. Specific to a gray image $\mathbf{M}$, TV prior is defined as follows:

$$\text{TV}(\mathbf{M}) = \sum_{i,j} \sqrt{\left(\nabla^h_{i,j} \mathbf{M}\right)^2 + \left(\nabla^v_{i,j} \mathbf{M}\right)^2} \tag{4}$$

where $\nabla^h_{i,j}$ and $\nabla^v_{i,j}$, respectively, stand for the horizontal and vertical first-order difference operations at location $(i,j)$. Due to the capacity of preserving edge features, the TV model has been successfully applied for hyperspectral image processing. In terms of HSI denoising, (2) could be rewritten as the following model by imposing the TV prior:

$$\arg \min_{\mathcal{X}} \frac{1}{2} \| \mathcal{Y} - \mathcal{X} - \mathcal{S} \|^2_F + \alpha \cdot \text{TV}(\mathcal{X}) \tag{5}$$

The most convenient strategy of introducing TV prior to HSI denoising is using the band-by-band way, where $\text{TV}(\mathcal{X})$ can be transformed as $\sum_{b} \text{TV}(\mathbf{X}(\cdot,:,b))$. And $\alpha$ is a balanced
parameter of the TV(\(\chi\)). However, the noise location, type, and level vary with different bands in HSI. This will lead to insufficient or excessive denoising effects for each band. To solve this problem, several modified spatio-spectral TV models are proposed for HSI denoising. Based on the typical 2-D TV prior, Yuan et al. [21] developed the spatio-spectral adaptive hyperspectral TV (SSAHTV) model. SSAHTV simultaneously takes noise levels among different spectrums and spatial heterogeneity within a single band into consideration. On the basis of SSAHTV, [22] further proposed the spectral adaptive multidimensional nonlocal TV (SAMNLTV) method for HSI denoising. SAMNLTV exploits the redundancy between the high-relevant or neighboring bands, which considers the spectral continuity in HSIs. It introduces the nonlocal prior into a multidimensional TV model, to utilize the similarity of different patches in high-relevant or neighboring bands for HSI denoising.

Except for the multichannel TV model, the 3-D TV model has also been developed to jointly extract spatial and spectral features for HSI denoising. Aggarwal and Majumdar [24] presented the spatio-spectral TV (SSTV) model for noise removal. SSTV joint exploits spatio-spectral correlation, which leads to synthesis prior via the transform domain. It utilizes two \(L_1\) norms by the horizontal and vertical finite differencing operator for the 3-D cube and employs a quadratic penalty function in the split Bregman optimization. Furthermore, Chang et al. [23] progressed on the anisotropic spectral–spatial TV (ASSTV) framework for HSI destriping. ASSTV treats multispectral images as 3-D cube data, which both considers the continuity in spectral dimension and the consistency in the spatial dimension. In addition, [25] designed a hybrid spatio-spectral TV (HSSTV) model for mixed noise reduction. HSSTV model combines difference operators with hybrid \(L_{1-2}\) norm. The optimization scheme of HSSTV could be easily addressed via proximal splitting algorithms. Relied on 3-D TV, Sun et al. [26] improved the spatio-spectral weights of TV regularization term, which proposed a 3-D weighted cross TV (3DCrTV) model for HSI noise removal. Peng et al. [27] progressed on an enhanced 3-D TV (E-3DTV), which estimates the global sparsity along all the bands for HSI denoising.

In summary, TV-based HSI denoising methods could achieve pleasing results. Compared with NLM-based methods, these methods perform predominantly on edge feature preservation, due to the TV prior in the HSI restoration procedure. Nevertheless, although several TV-based methods bring in the weighted strategy, their adaptive ability is still weak for HSI denoising. Especially for noisy HSIs with heterogeneous and complex texture regions, TV-based methods usually perform poorly for mixed noise removal.

C. Sparse Representation

The target of sparse representation is to transform a current data vector \(y \in \mathbb{R}^n\) into a linear weighting combination of a limited number of fundamental atoms. This representation is generally presented as [125]

\[
y = Dx
\]  

(6)

where \(D \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times k}\) stands for the overcomplete dictionary matrix \((k > n)\). \(x \in \mathbb{R}^k\) is denoted as the sparse coefficients, which meets the condition that the item of nonzero ingredients in \(x\) is less than \(k\) [38]. Then, the sparse prior could be formulated as

\[
\text{arg min}_{D, x} \frac{1}{2} \| y - Dx \|_F^2 + \alpha \cdot \| x \|_0
\]

(7)

where \(\| x \|_0\) represents the sparse regularization term. \(\alpha\) is a balanced parameter of the sparse regularization term.

In terms of HSI denoising, sparse representation has also achieved credible results. The sparse prior for HSI denoising could be denoted as

\[
\text{arg min}_{D, \hat{x}} \frac{1}{2} \| y - D \hat{x} \|_F^2 + \alpha \cdot \| \hat{x} \|_0
\]

(8)

where \(\| \hat{x} \|_0\) represents the sparse regularization term. \(\alpha\) is a balanced parameter of the sparse regularization term. Based on sparse representation theory, related HSI denoising methods can be classified into two types: fixed-dictionary-based methods and learned-dictionary-based methods. The earliest utilization of sparse representation for noise reduction in HSI could be retrospected to fixed-dictionary-based algorithms [28], [29], [30], [31]. They employ a wavelet dictionary in hybrid spatial–spectral noise reduction (HSSNR) [28], neighbor shrinking principal component analyzing (NS-PCA) [29], wavelet shrinking principal component analyzing (WS-PCA) [30], and wavelet-based sparse reduced-rank regression (WSRRR) [31]. These methods execute a shrinkage action for the threshold values to achieve the sparse condition by 2-D or 3-D wavelet filtering.

Apart from these fixed-dictionary-based methods, the learned-dictionary-based methods for HSI denoising have gradually developed in recent years. For instance, [32] proposed a Bayesian dictionary learning (BDL) model to solve the problem of HSI denoising and inpainting. BDL considers the realistic case in HSI and assumes the Bayesian prior noise distribution in HSI. Different from the BDL method, Qian and Ye [33] utilized the noisy HSI itself to learn the overcomplete dictionary, which presented a 3-D nonlocal sparse (3D-NLS) denoising model for the noisy HSI. 3D-NLS jointly combines the nonlocal spatio-spectral structural sparse prior with the noise modeling, to effectively separate the clean information and noise in HSI. Later, [34] developed the multitask sparse nonnegative matrix factorization (MTSNMF) method, which integrates dictionary learning with sparse coding. MTSNMF also uses polluted HSI itself to train the dictionary. It shares a communal sparse coefficient matrix to jointly exploit the spatio-spectral structure in HSI, and imports variance-stabilizing transformation to solve hybrid noise removal.

Relied on learned-dictionary-based methods, several modified methods have also been presented for HSI denoising. Zhao and Yang [35] progressed on a sparse coding framework with low-rank constraint (SRLR) to remove the polluted noise in HSI. Sparse prior is introduced to depict holistic redundancy and correlation on spatial dimension and local redundancy and correlation on spectral dimension. Low-rankness constraint is utilized to dispose of the redundancy on spectral dimension. SRLR is effective in decreasing spectral distortion for
HSI denoising. Lu et al. [36] developed a spectral–spatial adaptive sparse representation (SSASR) approach. First, adaptive spectrum partitioning is carried out to assemble the high-interrelated bands and isolate low-interrelated bands in SSASR. Second, SSASR employs spatial semblable element adaptively searching tactics to group semblable elements in local areas. Finally, SSASR introduces a sparse dictionary to adaptively manifest each subset of high-correlated bands and spatial elements. In addition, [37] raised the joint spectral–spatial distributed sparse representation (SSDSR) method. By imposing different weighted parameters of different noisy bands, SSDSR could adaptively denoise the noisy bands in HSI.

To sum up, sparse representation-based HSI denoising methods could effectively utilize spectral and spatial redundancy and correlation. However, sparse representation-based methods still exist the problem of how to adequately exploit the joint spectral–spatial redundancy in 3-D data. Therefore, the low-rank prior for HSI denoising is then increasingly developed to address this problem as follows.

D. Low-Rank Matrix Approximation

For a 2-D noisy image $Y$, we assume that $Y$ could be decomposed into two parts: a noise-free matrix $X$ with low-rank structure and a noisy matrix $S$ with sparse structure. To solve this inverse problem, the low-rank matrix approximation [126] could be introduced in the following:

$$\arg \min_{X,S} \frac{1}{2} \|Y - X - S\|_F^2 + \alpha \cdot \|X\|_* + \beta \cdot \|S\|_1$$

where $\|X\|_*$ stands for the matrix nuclear norm. $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are two balanced parameters of two regularization terms. To import the low-rank matrix approximation, a 3-D noisy HSI $Y$ could be orderly transformed as a 2-D matrix form through high-dimensional data unfolding operation. As shown in Fig. 4, the matrix can be formulated along the specified direction for HSI.

In recent years, low-rank matrix approximation methods have been successfully extended to HSI restoration tasks. Zhang et al. [39] first transferred the low-rank matrix recovery (LRMR) framework on HSI denoising. LRMR arranges a patch mode of HSI as a matrix format, to exploit intrinsic low rankness. It uses a go-decomposition strategy to settle this optimization issue. Later, He et al. [40] developed the noise-adjusted iterative low-rank matrix approximation (NAILRMA) model. NAILRMA takes noise intensity differences in different bands into account, which can adaptively protect the noise-free bands and denoise the noisy bands. Wang et al. [41] raised the group low-rank representative (GLRR) approach to address noise reduction issues in HSI. In consideration of the nonconvex optimization problem for noise removal, Chen et al. [42] presented the nonconvex low-rank-matrix approximation (NonLRMA) method. NonLRMA depends on a nonconvex regularizer to improve the convergence performance. Xu et al. [43] employed a robust PCA low-rank matrix factorization (RPCA-LRMF) for HSI denoising. RPCA-LRMF adopts a fast matrix factorization algorithm to accelerate iterative optimization. Sun et al. [44] depended on a low-rank representation framework via spectral difference space (LRRSDS), which transforms the format of the polluted noise within HSI into the spectral difference strategy. In [45], the bilinear low-rank matrix factorization (BLRMF) model was raised for noise reduction. Ye et al. [127] proposed a novel smooth rank approximation (SRA) model, and it copes with mixture noises for HSIs.

Except for the above-mentioned methods, other priors have also been blended into low-rank matrix approximations like nonlocal prior, TV prior, and sparse prior. For example, Xue et al. [46] raised the spatial and spectral low-rankness regularization (SSLR) model. SSLR not only imports typical low-rankness prior to the spectral dimension but also leads to the nonlocal low-rank peculiarity along the spatial dimension. Zeng et al. [47] proposed a spatial nonlocal and local rank-constraint plug-and-play (NLRRPnP) method, which splits HSI into nonlocal similar patches to effectively exploit local low-rankness in HSI. In [48], the nonconvex regularized low-rank and sparse (NonRLRS) model was presented. NonRLRS resolves HSI into a matrix, with low-rank terms and sparse regularization to promote the sparsity. Fan et al. [49] blended super-pixel segmentation with low-rank representation (SS-LRR). Later, Sun et al. [50] progressed on a sub-space learning (FSSLRL) algorithm, which also embeds super-pixel segmentation into the HSI denoising framework. Chen et al. [51] invented a framelet-based low-rank (F-LRMF) model for HSI denoising. F-LRMF employs framelet regularization to efficiently guarantee the spatial textures and geometric features of denoised HSI. Gao et al. [52] realized the hyperspectral denoising task through robust principal component analysis and self-similarity (HyDroS). Wei et al. [53] carried out the clusters with local similarity and nonlocal similarity structures from noisy HSI, which presents an intrachannel structured low-rank matrix approximation (ISLRMA) method. In [54], the variational low-rank matrix factorization framework with multipatch collaborative learning (VLRMfcmcl) was put forward for mixed noise removal in HSI.

In addition, TV prior has also been widely fused into a low-rank matrix approximation framework. He et al. [55] integrated TV constraint with low-rank matrix representation (LRTV) for HSI denoising. LRTV could simultaneously utilize the spectral low-rank characteristic via matrix nuclear norm and ensure spatial smoothness via TV regularization. Subsequently, He et al. [56] put forward a spatial–spectral TV regularization local low-rank (LLRSSTV) model. LLRSSTV adopts the global spatial–spectral TV terms, to further boost reconstructing smoothness in HSI. In [57], Wang et al.
Therefore, a low-rank tensor factorization-based strategy is also appropriate for HSI restoration. General low-rank tensor factorization framework could be denoted as [129]

$$\arg \min_{\mathcal{X}, \mathcal{S}} \frac{1}{2} \|\mathcal{Y} - \mathcal{X} \|_F^2 + \alpha \cdot \| \mathcal{X} \|_* + \beta \cdot \| \mathcal{S} \|_1$$ (10)

where $\| \mathcal{X} \|_*$ represents the tensor nuclear norm. And the $\| \mathcal{S} \|_1$ represents a regularization term. $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are two balanced parameters of two regularization terms. Generally, these low-rank tensor factorization methods can be distinguished through the tensor decomposition paths. Such as: 1) canonical polyadic (cp) decomposition; 2) Tucker decomposition; 3) tensor singular value decomposition (t-SVD); 4) tensor-ring decomposition; and 5) block term decomposition (BTD). Elaborate descriptions of each tensor decomposition strategy for HSI denoising are listed as follows.

1) CP Decomposition: In CP decomposition, an $N$-order tensor $\mathcal{X}$ could be transformed into a summation format with several rank-1 tensors with number $r$ [130]

$$\mathcal{X} = \sum_{i=1}^{r} \lambda_i a_i^{(1)} \circ a_i^{(2)} \circ \cdots \circ a_i^{(N)}$$ (11)

where $a_i^{(N)}$ stands for the unit vector. $\circ$ denotes the vector outer product operation. Based on CP decomposition, Xie et al. [66] proposed an intrinsic tensor sparsity regularization (ITSReg) model for multispectral image denoising. Xue et al. [67] developed a nonlocal low-rank regularized CP tensor decomposition (NLR-CPTD) method. NLR-CPTD adequately exploits the global correlation of spectrum and nonlocal similarity of spatial patches. In [68], the rank-1 tensor decomposition (R1TD) approach was presented for HSI noise reduction.

2) Tucker Decomposition: Different from CP decomposition, Tucker decomposition mainly concentrates on the principal component of the tensor. For a $N$-order tensor, its Tucker decomposition could be defined as [131]

$$\mathcal{X} = \mathcal{G} \times_1 \mathbf{A}^{(1)} \times_2 \mathbf{A}^{(2)} \cdots \times_N \mathbf{A}^{(N)}$$ (12)

where $\times_N$ represents mode-$N$ tensor-matrix product operation. $\mathcal{G}$ stands for kernel element of $\mathcal{X}$. $\mathbf{A}^{(N)}$ refers to the matrix factor. For instance, Renard et al. [69] developed the low-rank tensor approximation (LRTA) approach for HSI denoising, which relies on joint spatial and spectral low-rank prior via Tucker decomposition. Karami et al. [70] proposed the genetic kernel Tucker decomposition (GKTD) model to reduce the noise in HSI. GKTD employs the kernel element to transfer Tucker decomposition into the high-dimension characteristic field. In [71], the tensor dictionary learning (TDL) method was presented for multispectral image restoration. TDL embeds the group block-sparsity into the Tucker decomposition. Chang et al. [72] progressed on a Laplacian low-rank tensor factorization (LLRT) approach, which alleviates spectral distortion problem via the hyper-Laplacian term for multispectral image denoising. Bai et al. [73] put forward a nonnegative Tucker decomposition via the hierarchical alternative-least-square (NDT-HALS) method for HSI denoising. Wang et al. [74] introduced the TV prior to low-rank...
tensor Tucker decomposition (LRTDTV). In LRTDTV, the $L_1$ norm is imposed for removing sparse noise in different bands. Furthermore, Chen et al. [75] depicts the high relevance of stripe noise, which developed a low-rank tensor decomposition (LRTD) for HSI destriping. Combining nonlocal Tucker decomposition with TV constraint (TV-NLRTD), [76] employs the overlapping 3-D cubes to jointly exploit the spectral–spatial correlation for HSI denoising. Chen et al. [77] raised a group sparse Tucker decomposition (LRTDGS) denoising approach. In [78], the weighting tensor nuclear norm (WNNT) is imposed for removing sparse noise in different bands. Furthermore, Wang et al. [94] cooperated tensor low-rank prior with an embedded plug-and-play (FCCTR-PnP) prior to HSI denoising.

In addition, a subspace representation strategy is also developed for HSI denoising, which is assigned to a branch of Tucker decomposition [132]

$$\mathcal{X} = \mathcal{B} \times \mathcal{A}$$

where $\mathcal{B}$ refers to the spatial reduced image. $\mathcal{A}$ stands for the spectral orthogonal matrix. For example, meeting the nonlocal prior with global spectral low-rankness (NGMeet), He et al. [80] relied on the mode-3 Tucker tensor decomposition for HSI restoration. In consideration of the latent property in the spatial reduced image and spectral orthogonal matrix, Zheng et al. [81] proposed the double factor regularized tensor factorization (LRTF-DFR) model for HSI denoising. In [82], the factor group sparsity-regularized low-rank factorization (FGSLR) approach is put forward. FGSLR employs group sparsity prior to better highlighting the low-rank trait.

3) t-SVD: For a Three-Order Tensor $\mathcal{X} \in \mathbb{R}^{k_1 \times k_2 \times k_3}$, It Can be Factorized as Three Components Through Tensor SVD:

$$\mathcal{X} = \mathcal{U} \ast \mathcal{S} \ast \mathcal{V}^T$$

where the three tensors $\mathcal{U} \in \mathbb{R}^{k_1 \times k_2 \times k_3}$, $\mathcal{S} \in \mathbb{R}^{k_1 \times k_2 \times k_3}$, and $\mathcal{V} \in \mathbb{R}^{k_1 \times k_2 \times k_3}$ are the decomposed components of tensor $\mathcal{X}$. $\ast$ represents the tensor product operation. It should be noted that the kernel tensor $\mathcal{S}$ is sparse and diagonal. Based on this strategy, Fan et al. [83] formulated the low-rank tensor recovery (LRTR) approach, integrating tensor nuclear norm, and norm in a uniform convex relaxation schema. Later, Fan et al. [84] blended the spectral–spatial TV with LRTR (STTV-LRTR) framework for HSI denoising. In [85], a multispectral t-SVD (MS-t-SVD) method was developed for multispectral image denoising. Nie et al. [86] put forward a graph tensor robust PCA (GTRPCA) model. GTRPCA combines t-SVD with spectral graph regularization to accurately portray the spectral–spatial correlation. Zhao et al. [87] raised a constrained tubal rank and sparsity method (CTSD) to reduce hybrid noise in HSI.

In the t-SVD framework, Zheng et al. [88] presented the three-directional tensor nuclear norm (3DTNN) model. 3DTNN introduces a fibered-rank term into the t-SVD framework. In [89], a tensor subspace representative denoising (TenSRDe) approach was structured, which is inspired by the t-SVD strategy to utilize the intrinsic property of HSI. Furthermore, Lin et al. [90] formulated a nonconvex LRTA (NonLRTA) model, via estimating weighted pseudonorm in a three-order tensor. In combination with local low-rank tensor recovery with $L_{1-2}$ spatiotemporal TV (LTR-$L_{1-2}$SSTV), Zeng et al. [91] employed t-SVD to calculate the tensor nuclear norm of local patches, rather than the global HSI. Based on t-SVD, [92] presented the fibered rank-constrained tensor recovery model with an embedded plug-and-play (FCCTR-PnP) prior to HSI denoising. Wang et al. [93] combined multidirectional low-rankness with spatiotemporal TV (MLR-SSTV). MLR-SSTV could effectively depict low-rank property within a three-order tensor. Furthermore, Wang et al. [94] cooperated tensor low-rank prior with $L_0$ TV (TLR-$L_0$TV), which uses weighting summation of tensor trace norm.

4) Tensor-Ring Decomposition: The objective of tensor-ring decomposition points to factorizing a high-order tensor into several circular tensor factors. The definition of tensor-ring decomposition is determined as follows:

$$\mathcal{X}(i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_N) = \text{Tr} \left( \prod_{k=1}^{N} \mathbf{G}^{(k)}(i_k) \right)$$

where $\text{Tr}(\cdot)$ represents the matrix trace function, $\mathbf{G}^{(k)}(i_k)$ refers to the $i_k$th lateral slice in kernel tensor $\mathbf{G}^{(k)}$. As an example, Chen et al. [95] developed the nonlocal tensor-ring decomposition (NLTR) model. In NLTR, tensor-ring decomposition factorizes HSI into several cyclic and contractive tensors.

5) Block Term Decomposition: BTD decomposes a tensor into several component tensors, and each component tensor is formed by the Tucker factorization

$$\mathcal{X} = \sum_{i=1}^{r} \mathbf{G}_i \times_1 \mathbf{A}_i^{(1)} \times_2 \mathbf{A}_i^{(2)} \cdots \times_{(N)} \mathbf{A}_i^{(N)}$$

where $r$ represents the rank number of BTD. For example, Xiong et al. [96] first applied the BTD for HSI denoising, which proposed a gradient regularization low-rank tensor factorization (LRTFL0) model. In LRTFL0, spectral–spatial $L_0$ gradient regularization is embedded with BTD, to improve spectrum smoothness and preserve detailed textures.

Compared with low-rank matrix approximation, the low-rank tensor factorization strategy could better exploit the global spectral–spatial redundancy and correlation for HSI denoising. Nevertheless, the optimization procedure of low-rank tensor factorization is usually complicated and time consuming. And severely depend on special priors and regularizations. To address these issues, data-driven methods have been quickly developed in recent years. Detailed technical reviews are given in the following.

IV. DATA-DRIVEN METHODS

Data-driven methods adaptively adjust the trainable parameters from external data and labels, via a deep learning framework [133]. With the quick development of deep learning, such as convolutional neural network (CNN) [134], [135], it has been extensively utilized in natural image denoising [136],
remote sensing image recovery [9], [137], [138], and reconstruction [10], [139], [140], [141]. In terms of HSI denoising, plenty of works have been proposed through a deep learning framework in recent years. These methods are classified into two types: Supervised and unsupervised networks for HSI denoising. Furthermore, the supervised networks can be specifically categorized into three types: 1) 2-D CNN [97], [98], [99], [100], [101], [102], [103]; 2) 3-D CNN [104], [105], [106], [107]; and 3) hybrid networks [108], [109], [110], [111], [112], [113]. Specific descriptions are summarized as follows.

### A. 2-D CNN

For natural image denoising, 2-D CNN has been successfully applied, such as DnCNN [142]. In terms of HSI denoising, multichannel 2-D CNN has also been employed for spectral and spatial feature extraction as follows:

\[
\mathbf{F}_{w,h,c} = \mathbf{X} \otimes \mathbf{C}_{w,h,c}
\]

where \(\otimes\) represents the convolution operation, \(\mathbf{C}_{w,h,c}\) stands for the 2-D filter with the size of \(w \times h\) and channel of \(c\).

For instance, Xie et al. [97] proposed a spectral–spatial denoising residual network (SSDRN) for HSI noise removal. Based on the spectral difference, SSDRN relies on 2-D CNN and residual learning to denoise the polluted noise for the spectral difference in HSI. Yuan et al. [98] learns the nonlinear mapping between polluted and noise-free HSIs, which developed a spatial–spectral denoising CNN (HSID-CNN) model. In a spectral cube, the current band and its neighboring bands have high correlation and redundancy, which could be fully exploited for HSI denoising. Furthermore, Zhang et al. [99] utilized both spatial and spectral gradient as the input terms of cascaded 2-D CNN (SSGN) for mixed noise removal in HSI. Chang et al. [100] raised a multichannel 2-D CNN named HSI-DeNet for HSI denoising. HSI-DeNet directly learns the 2-D filters in each layer, via plenty of HSI clean-noise samples. Based on the 2-D CNN framework, [101] presented the self-encoding denoising network (DeCS-Net). Maffei et al. [102] put forward a single-denoising CNN (HSISDeCNN), which uses 2-D CNN to exploit spectral–spatial correlation in HSI. Guan et al. [103] proposed an innovative deep recurrent CNN (DnRCNN) model. HSI striping is researched from the perspective of intraband and interband correlation exploration by a recursive CNN.

To sum up, 2-D CNN effectively removes HSI noise in both spatial and spectral dimensions via multichannel filters. The execution efficiency of 2-D CNN is usually high due to the end-to-end learning strategy and lightweight model [143]. However, 2-D CNN-based methods cannot integrally deal with 3-D spectral–spatial structure in HSI. Therefore, 3-D CNN-based methods for HSI denoising are developed as follows.

### B. 3-D CNN

Compared with 2-D CNN, 3-D CNN can better deal with HSI [144]. It can simultaneously exploit the 3-D spectral–spatial structure in HSI, which benefits mixed noise removal in HSI. 3-D CNN-based methods use 3-D kernel filters

\[
\mathcal{F}_{w,h,b,c} = \mathcal{X} \otimes \mathbf{C}_{w,h,b,c}
\]

where \(\mathcal{C}_{w,h,b,c}\) refers to the 3-D filter with the size of \(w \times h \times b\) and channel of \(c\). Without separating spatial and spectral information, 3-D CNN embodies the natural advantage for HSI denoising.

For instance, Liu and Lee [104] put forward the 3-D atrous denoising CNN (3D-ADCNN) model. 3DADCNN employs 3-D atrous filters to expand the receptive field, which captures both spatial and spectral features in HSI. It is flexible and robust. Based on the 3-D U-Net structure, Dong et al. [105] raised a 3-D HSI denoising CNN (3D-DCNN). It decomposes the 3-D filters as 2-D spatial filters and 1-D spectral filters, which effectively reduces the computing complexity. 3D-DCNN takes the transfer learning strategy to train the network parameter, using RGB images as the training samples, rather than HSIs. Later, Shi et al. [106] developed the 3-D attention network (3D-ADNet) for HSI restoration. 3D-ADNet introduces a self-attention unit into both the spatial and spectral directions. It can extract joint spectral–spatial features. Pang et al. [107] presented a new deep neural network, TRQ3DNet, which combines a CNN and converters for HSI denoising.

To sum up, 3D-CNN can simultaneously exploit the 3-D spectral–spatial structure in HSI, which benefits mixed noise removal in HSI. However, the 3-D network parameters are superabundant and hard to train.

### C. Hybrid Networks

Except for 2-D CNN or 3-D CNN, several hybrid networks have also been proposed for HSI denoising through integrating different networks or modules. For instance, Zhong and Wang [145] developed a hybrid conditional random field (CRF) (for denoising) and multinominal logistic regression (MLR) (for classification) model. Wei et al. [108] structured a 3-D quasi-recurrent neural network (QRNN3D). QRNN3D simultaneously takes the global correlation along spectrum and spatio-spectral correlation into account. It combines the 3-D CNN with a recurrent neural network, to conveniently solve different noisy HSI with arbitrary spectrum numbers. Cao et al. [109] raised a deep spatial–spectral global reasoning network (DSSGRN). DSSGRN embeds spectral module and spatial module into the U-Net architecture, to reason the relevant features in HSI. Fu et al. [110] combined deep external learning with internal learning (DEIL) for coded HSI reconstruction. Later, [111] developed a hyperspectral deep mixed network (HyperMixNet) for HSI restoration. HyperMixNet uses multiple mixed spatial and spectral convolutional modules, to excavate the spatial and spectral correlation and redundancy in HSI. Zhuang and Ng [112] introduced a fast and parameter-free hyperspectral image mixed noise removal method (termed FastHyMix). Chen et al. [113] proposed an efficient end-to-end transformer, named HSI denoising transformer (Hider), for mixed HSI noise removal.
D. Unsupervised Networks

The above-mentioned supervised HSI denoising methods need plenty of noise-free HSIs for network training and optimizing. However, noise-free HSIs are actually rare in practical environments. To address this inevitable issue, these unsupervised networks carry out the HSI denoising task without noise-free HSIs as training samples. In recent years, with the development of unsupervised methods for natural image denoising [146], [147], unsupervised methods for hyperspectral image denoising have also come into view [148].

For instance, Sidorov and Yngve Hardeberg [114] developed a deep hyperspectral prior (DHP) for HSI denoising and inpainting, to utilize intrinsic characteristics of 3-D CNN without any training. It uses the method of randomly starting parameter gradient descent to optimize the function and obtain the global optimal solution. Later, Imamura et al. [115] relied on a self-supervised training framework, which designed the zero-shot separable image prior (SIP). SIP uses the separable convolutional filter with depthwise and pointwise convolutional layers, to enclose the statistical property of HSI. It uses the Adam optimizer to train the network to obtain the global optimal solution. Based on unsupervised CNN, Nguyen et al. [116] proposed Stein's unbiased risk estimate CNN (SURE-CNN) for HSI denoising. SURE-CNN modifies the loss function with unknown noise variance, incorporating a dimensionality reduction step via SVD. It uses Adam optimization to train the network to optimize parameters. In addition, [117] introduced an unsupervised spatiotemporal deep image prior (S2DIP). S2DIP learns the CNN model without any training data. It not only uses the ADMM algorithm to update CNN parameters but also employs one gradient descent step by using Adam in each update. Miao et al. [149] proposed an unsupervised DIP framework based on HSI classical spatiotemporal decomposition. This method adopts two types of unsupervised DIPs: U-Net class networks and fully connected networks. They are used to model abundance maps and endmembers contained in HSI.

To sum up, the unsupervised network performs HSI denoising without noise-free HSI as a training sample to solve the inevitable problem of less noise-free HSI data, and the unsupervised network has lower complexity, so it is easy to obtain data. However, the intrinsic prior structure of HSI (sparseness and low-rankness) is ignored.

Data-driven HSI denoising methods usually perform more efficiently than model-driven methods, without carefully adjusting key parameters. Nevertheless, the supervised-based HSI denoising framework still needs a large number of clean HSIs as the label samples. While the clean HSIs are actually rare and hardly obtained in most imaging environments, except for this limitation, the simulated noise distribution for clean HSI samples is usually hard to agree with the actual noise distribution in noisy HSIs, because of the complicated imaging mechanism and degrading procedure. This issue greatly affects the generality of the data-driven methods, especially for HSI blind noise removal.

V. Model-Data-Driven Methods

As mentioned earlier, there are pros and cons, for both model-driven and data-driven methods. Could we conjointly combine the merits of model-driven with data-driven methods, and overcome the disadvantages of the two methods? Therefore, with the development of model-data-driven methods for natural image denoising [150], several model-data-driven methods have been developed [118], [119], [120], [121], to address both the advantages and disadvantages of model-driven and data-driven methods for HSI denoising.

For example, Lin et al. [118] coupled nonnegative matrix factorization with deep prior regularization (NMF-DPR) method for HSI denoising. NMF-DPR introduces the linear spectral mixing model. Then, the spatial prior is denoised by a single 2-D CNN with a proximal alternating linearized minimization method. Zhang et al. [119] developed the deep spatiotemporal prior (DSP) model. DSSB carries out noise estimation and distribution via the Bayesian framework. It combines three convolutional subnetworks with this Bayesian framework to learn the trainable parameters. Through estimating three posterior terms, DSSBP integrates model-driven into data-driven strategy. Xiong et al. [120] raised a subspace-based multidimensional sparse network (SMDS-Net) for noise removal in HSI. SMDS-Net simultaneously couples spectral low-rankness and spatial multidimensional sparsity into an unfolded convolutional network. In addition, Zhang et al. [121] proposed the unified low-rank spatiotemporal network (LR-Net) for mixed noise reduction in HSI. LR-Net integrates the low-rankness of HSI into the convolutional network. It could effectively deal with random noise, impulse noise, and stripe noise within HSI.

To sum up, model-data-driven methods avoid the problems of time-consuming parameter adjustment and lack of training samples. However, the generalization ability is not stable for different noisy HSIs.

VI. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

In this part, the simulated and real-HSI denoising experiments are carried out to further manifest the performance of representative model-driven, data-driven, and model-data-driven methods. Later, HSI classification results via different HSI denoising methods are given. Finally, an efficiency analysis is described in real experiments, to further verify the practicability and reliability of different HSI denoising methods. Detailed descriptions are depicted as follows.

A. Simulated Experiments

In the simulated experiments, two noise-free HSIs are employed as the simulated data: Washington D.C. Mall HSI (outdoor data) and CA VE Toy HSI (indoor data). The WDC Mall data and CA VE Toy data are separately cropped with the size of $200 \times 200 \times 191$ and the size of $512 \times 512 \times 31$ in the simulated experiments. The noise types of these HSIs include Gaussian noise, stripe noise, pepper noise, deadline noise, and mixed noise.

To validate the scene adaptation under multiple noisy environments, we simulate four different cases for both the W.
TABLE II
QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION INDEXES IN THE SIMULATED EXPERIMENTS (W. DC MALL DATASET)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Noisy</th>
<th>BM4D</th>
<th>LRMR</th>
<th>LRTV</th>
<th>NMoG</th>
<th>NGMeet</th>
<th>HSID</th>
<th>SSGN</th>
<th>DSSBP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>MPSNR</td>
<td>21.38</td>
<td>29.72</td>
<td>31.85</td>
<td>32.16</td>
<td>33.98</td>
<td>34.27</td>
<td>33.86</td>
<td>33.91</td>
<td>34.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MSSIM</td>
<td>0.752</td>
<td>0.948</td>
<td>0.969</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>0.983</td>
<td>0.986</td>
<td>0.981</td>
<td>0.982</td>
<td>0.988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>MPSNR</td>
<td>20.85</td>
<td>27.69</td>
<td>29.42</td>
<td>29.66</td>
<td>30.45</td>
<td>31.68</td>
<td>26.74</td>
<td>28.86</td>
<td>32.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MSSIM</td>
<td>0.736</td>
<td>0.948</td>
<td>0.966</td>
<td>0.968</td>
<td>0.974</td>
<td>0.978</td>
<td>0.946</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>0.982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MSA</td>
<td>18.82</td>
<td>5.969</td>
<td>4.913</td>
<td>4.875</td>
<td>4.786</td>
<td>4.652</td>
<td>6.890</td>
<td>5.381</td>
<td>4.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3</td>
<td>MPSNR</td>
<td>19.64</td>
<td>27.83</td>
<td>26.85</td>
<td>27.42</td>
<td>28.15</td>
<td>30.86</td>
<td>25.98</td>
<td>28.42</td>
<td>31.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MSSIM</td>
<td>0.718</td>
<td>0.951</td>
<td>0.946</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>0.953</td>
<td>0.971</td>
<td>0.934</td>
<td>0.958</td>
<td>0.975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 4</td>
<td>MPSNR</td>
<td>17.84</td>
<td>25.94</td>
<td>25.37</td>
<td>26.48</td>
<td>27.03</td>
<td>29.79</td>
<td>24.16</td>
<td>27.68</td>
<td>29.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MSSIM</td>
<td>0.663</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>0.926</td>
<td>0.935</td>
<td>0.941</td>
<td><strong>0.958</strong></td>
<td>0.918</td>
<td>0.947</td>
<td>0.952</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DC Mall and CAVE Toy HSI datasets. The added types of noise are Gaussian noise, stripe noise, and impulse noise. The specific simulated operations of these four cases are described as follows.

Case 1 (i.i.d. Gaussian Noise): Every band in these two HSIs is contaminated by i.i.d. Gaussian noise. For diverse bands, the variance σᵢ of simulated Gaussian noise is equal for each other (σᵢ = 30).

Case 2 (Non-i.i.d. Gaussian Noise): Every band in these two HSIs is contaminated by non-i.i.d. Gaussian noise. For diverse bands, the variance of simulated Gaussian noise is unequal for each other (σᵢ ∈ [0, 75]). And it obeys the stochastic probability distribution.

Case 3 (Non-i.i.d. Gaussian + Stripe Noise): Based on Case 2, additive stripe noise is simulated in these two HSIs, which are simultaneously contaminated by non-i.i.d. noise in Case 2.

Case 4 (Non-i.i.d. Gaussian + Stripe + Impulse Noise): Based on Case 3, the additive impulse noise is simulated in these two HSIs, which are simultaneously contaminated by non-i.i.d. Gaussian and stripe noise in Case 3.

Besides, eight representative HSI denoising algorithms are regarded as the comparison methods. These algorithms include model-driven methods: BM4D [19], LRMR [39], LRTV [55], NMoG [61], and NGMeet [80]. Data-driven methods: HSID-CNN [98] and SSGN [99]. And model-data-driven methods: DSSBP [119].

With respect to the quantitative evaluation index for HSI denoising, we employ three indexes in the simulated experiments: mean peak-signal-to-noise ratio (MPSNR), mean structural similarity index measurement (MSSIM), and mean spectral angle measurement (MSAM). MPSNR and MSSIM are used for verifying the spatial recovery degree. Generally,
the higher the MPSNR/MSSIM index and the lower the MSA index is, the better the quality of HSI restoration is. As listed in Tables II and III, MPSNR, MSSIM, and MSA for each algorithm are given in the two simulated HSI datasets and four cases, respectively. The optimal index for each row is marked as a bold format in Tables II and III.

1) W. DC Mall Dataset: Table II displays the three objective evaluation indexes (MPSNR, MSSIM, and MSA) of eight contrast algorithms, under the four noisy cases for the W. DC Mall HSI dataset. Besides, the pseudocolor denoising results of bands (57, 27, and 17) in Case 3 are presented in Fig. 6. In addition, the spectral curves of position (78 and 75) in the W. DC HSI dataset are also depicted in Fig. 7. For better comparisons, the original noise-free spectral curve is given in each denoising result through eight contrast methods. As shown in Fig. 6(c), BM4D can generally eliminate the mixed noise in enlarged regions. LRMR, LRTV, NMoG, and NGMeet could effectively reduce random noise, as shown in Fig. 6(d)–(g). Nevertheless, residual stripe noise is evident in the denoising results. In terms of the data-driven methods, HSID-CNN and SSGN perform well in Figs. 6(h)–(i), whereas spectral distortion is problematic in Figs. 6(h)–(i). Model-data-driven method DSSBP outperforms on mixed noise removal and spectral preservation.

2) CAVE Toy Dataset: Table III lists the three quantitative evaluation indexes (MPSNR, MSSIM, and MSA) of eight contrast algorithms, under the four noisy cases for the CAVE Toy HSI dataset. Besides, the denoising results of the 26th-band in Case 2 are presented in Fig. 8. As displayed in Fig. 8(c), BM4D could generally weaken the random noise in enlarged regions. Nevertheless, the over-smoothing phenomenon is still prominent in the denoised HSI. LRMR, LRTV, NMoG, and NGMeet could effectively wipe out random noise, as shown in Fig. 8(d)–(g), whereas residual stripe noise is evident in the denoising results. In terms of the data-driven methods, HSID-CNN and SSGN perform well in Fig. 8(h)–(i), while the spectral distortion is problematic in Table III. DSSBP can simultaneously remove the random noise without obvious residual noise in Fig. 8(j). And the spatial details are also clearly recovered especially for the tiny textures.

B. Real Experiments

To further validate the practicability and generalization of the above-mentioned HSI denoising methods, four real noisy
HSI datasets are utilized in our experiments: Urban (307 × 307 × 188), Indian Pines (145 × 145 × 206), GF-5 (400 × 400 × 330), and Zhuhai-1 (400 × 400 × 32). It should be highlighted that these noisy HSIs exist with a large diversity in spatial resolution, spectral resolution, spectral range, noise level, noise type, and scenario category. Generally speaking, the more bands the sensor has, the narrower the bandwidth is, and the higher the corresponding spectral resolution will be. Spatial resolution refers to the ability to display the smallest size of ground objects detected in remote sensing images. The larger the spatial resolution is, the better the spatial information can be captured. The spectral range of hyperspectral images generally includes a series of visible/near-infrared spectra, generally 400–1000 nm. For different HSIs, the spectral range is also different. The noise level of hyperspectral images is also different due to the influence of external factors, such as imager jitter and atmospheric interference. In addition, there are many kinds of noise, and the noise types of different hyperspectral images are also different. For example, HSIs contain Gaussian noise, strip noise, deadline noise, pulse noise, or mixed noise.

Nine HSI denoising algorithms: TDL, BM4D, LRMR, LRTV, NMoG, NGMeet, HSID-CNN, SSGN, and DSSBP are employed as contrast methods. For better distinguishing the restoration quality, enlarged figures for local details are also given in each result. Besides, the blind quality index Q-metrics of the four noisy HSIs are also recorded in Table IV. The optimal index is marked as the bold format in Table IV.
The concrete HSI denoising results and analysis for each real dataset are described as follows.

1) **Urban Dataset:** As shown in Fig. 9, the HSI denoising results for bands (187, 104, and 24) of the Urban HSI dataset are listed through nine HSI denoising methods. This dataset is polluted by mixed noise, including random noise and stripe noise in Fig. 9(a).

   TDL performs poorly for mixed noise removal in Fig. 9(b). BM4D, LRMR, LRTV, and NGMeet exist obvious stripe noise in Fig. 9(c)–(g). NMoG can effectively denoise the stripe noise and random noise in Fig. 9(f), while it leads to obvious spectral distortion issue. In HSID-CNN and SSGN, the residual noise is still salient in Fig. 9(h) and (i). The model-data-driven method DSSBP outperforms the Urban HSI dataset denoising, which could well deal with mixed noise in Urban HSI.

2) **Indian Pines Dataset:** As displayed in Fig. 10, HSI denoising results for bands (145, 24, and 2) of the Indian Pines HSI dataset are listed through nine contrast methods. This HSI is chiefly polluted with impulse noise.

   BM4D could generally eliminate the impulse noise in enlarged regions in Fig. 10(c). Nevertheless, the over-smoothing phenomenon is still prominent in the denoised HSI. LRMR, LRTV, NMoG, NGMeet, HSID-CNN, and SSGN can effectively restrain polluted noise in Fig. 10(d)–(i). Model-data-driven method DSSBP can simultaneously remove the impulse noise without obvious residual noise in Fig. 10(j).

3) **GF-5 Dataset:** As depicted in Fig. 11, HSI denoising results for band 193 of GF-5 HSI are listed through nine contrast methods. This dataset is mainly polluted by random noise. Especially for the magnified regions, the model-data-driven method DSSBP outperforms in random noise removal and spatial details recovery. While BM4D results in serious blurry effects in Fig. 12(c). LRMR, LRTV, NMoG, NGMeet, HSID-CNN, and SSGN exist obvious residual noise or over-smoothing effects in Fig. 12(b)–(i). These HSI denoising results manifest that current methods are hard to guarantee the generalization ability for different HSIs.

4) **Zhuhai-1 Dataset:** As shown in Fig. 12, HSI denoising results for band 32 of Zhuhai-1 HSI are listed through nine contrast methods: TDL, LRMR, LRTV, NMoG, NGMeet, HSID-CNN, SSGN, and DSSBP. This dataset is mainly polluted by random noise. Especially for the magnified regions, the model-data-driven method DSSBP outperforms on random noise removal and spatial details recovery. While BM4D results in serious blurry effects in Fig. 12(c). LRMR, LRTV, NMoG, NGMeet, HSID-CNN, and SSGN exist obvious residual noise or over-smoothing effects in Fig. 12(b)–(i). These HSI denoising results manifest that current methods are hard to guarantee the generalization ability for different HSIs.

**C. Classification Results**

Generally, HSI denoising is beneficial for classification, by removing the polluted noise in HSI. To ulteriorly validate the availability of different HSI restoration methods, classification results before and after HSI denoising are carried out in this section.

Based on the supervised SVM strategy, 16 ground-truth classes are utilized for verifying the classification precision, as portrayed in Fig. 13(a). Its training data include 10% of total data. The classification accuracy indexes (OA, AA, and kappa coefficient) are listed in Table V. These HSI classification results for Indian Pines data are displayed in Fig. 13(b)–(j). Compared with noisy HSI, different HSI denoising methods contribute to subsequent classification tasks. This also validates the effectiveness and meaning of HSI denoising. NGMeet achieves the highest classification results with 88.47% OA value, 89.95% AA value, and 0.8572 Kappa coefficient, as described in Table V.

**D. Efficiency Analysis**

To measure the reconstruction efficiency of the above-mentioned model-driven, data-driven, and model-data-driven
methods, an efficiency analysis is given in this section. These methods are executed with the same software and hardware environment (running software: MATLAB R2018a; language: Python 3.8; and RAM: 16 GB). Meanwhile, the running times of the above-mentioned methods in the real experiments are also recorded in Table VI. Compared with model-driven methods (BM4D, LRMR, LRTV, NMoG, and NGMeet), data-driven methods (HSID-CNN and SSGN) have
significant advantages in denoising the efficiency of HSI. Meanwhile, model-data-driven method DSSBP also performs well on execution efficiency for HSI denoising in Table VI. This profits from high-efficiency feature extraction via deep learning strategy [151].

VII. SUMMARY AND PROSPECTS

A. Summary

Mixed noise pollution in HSI severely disturbs subsequent interpretations and applications. In this review, we first describe the noise analysis in different noisy HSIs and conclude crucial points for programming HSI denoising algorithms. Then a general HSI restoration model is formulated for solving and optimization. Later, we technically review the existing HSI denoising methods, from model-driven strategy (nonlocal mean, TV, sparse representation, LRMA, and LRTF), data-driven strategy (2-D CNN, 3-D CNN, hybrid networks, and unsupervised networks), to model-data-driven strategy. The advantages and disadvantages of each strategy for HSI denoising are summarized and contrasted. Finally, we present a performance evaluation of the above-mentioned HSI denoising methods for various noisy HSIs in simulated and real experiments. The classification results of denoised HSIs and execution efficiency are depicted for these HSI denoising methods.

B. Prospects

Although existing HSI denoising methods achieve effective results, there are still problems, such as generalization ability, physical mechanism, and so on. We summarize possible prospects of HSI denoising methods as follows.

1) Improving the Generalization Ability of HSI Denoising Methods: Different noisy HSIs usually exist in large diversity. Therefore, it is meaningful and beneficial to consider the difference in self-information for universal HSI denoising. In addition, how to adaptively choose

<p>| Table V |
| HSI Classification Accuracy Indexes for Indian Pines Before and After HSI Denoising |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Noisy</th>
<th>BM4D</th>
<th>LRMR</th>
<th>LRTV</th>
<th>NMoG</th>
<th>NGMeet</th>
<th>HSID-CNN</th>
<th>SSGN</th>
<th>DSSBP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OA</td>
<td>75.96%</td>
<td>83.97%</td>
<td>79.44%</td>
<td>80.59%</td>
<td>84.36%</td>
<td>88.47%</td>
<td>85.65%</td>
<td>86.01%</td>
<td>87.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>77.24%</td>
<td>86.19%</td>
<td>81.35%</td>
<td>83.42%</td>
<td>87.16%</td>
<td>89.95%</td>
<td>87.63%</td>
<td>87.82%</td>
<td>88.74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kappa</td>
<td>0.7220</td>
<td>0.8162</td>
<td>0.7641</td>
<td>0.7693</td>
<td>0.8124</td>
<td>0.8572</td>
<td>0.8338</td>
<td>0.8392</td>
<td>0.8449</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| Table VI |
| Running-Times of Different HSI Denoising Methods in the Real Experiments (Second) |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HSI</th>
<th>Noisy</th>
<th>BM4D</th>
<th>LRMR</th>
<th>LRTV</th>
<th>NMoG</th>
<th>NGMeet</th>
<th>HSID-CNN</th>
<th>SSGN</th>
<th>DSSBP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>936.2</td>
<td>1155.6</td>
<td>789.4</td>
<td>1325.4</td>
<td>452.4</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>34.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>236.3</td>
<td>268.7</td>
<td>195.8</td>
<td>348.2</td>
<td>137.8</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GF-5</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1085.7</td>
<td>1723.5</td>
<td>1034.1</td>
<td>1297.6</td>
<td>893.9</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>48.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhuhai-1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>156.2</td>
<td>184.3</td>
<td>147.8</td>
<td>261.9</td>
<td>64.5</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the crucial parameters of HSI denoising methods is also significant.

2) **Integrating Model-Driven With Data-Driven Strategy More Effectively:** Besides, underlying features of HSI could be extracted via deep neural networks. Therefore, how to logically combine the model-driven and data-driven strategy is significant.

3) **Optimizing HSI Denoising Model via Self-Supervised or Unsupervised Learning:** Due to the number of noise-free HSIs is limited, therefore, exploiting a novel training strategy without plentiful labels is the necessary road for HSI denoising. The overfitting problem of supervised HSI denoising methods is also inevitable, which can be alleviated via self-supervised or unsupervised learning.

4) **Combining Low-Level Vision With High-Level Vision for HSI:** It should be highlighted that the purpose of HSI denoising is to improve subsequent interpretation. This strategy can further enhance the practicability and convenience of HSI applications, without multiple processing steps.
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